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A b s tr a c t. Discipline is an essential prerequisite for the development of large and
complex software-intensive systems. However, discipline is also important on the
level of individual development activities. A major challenge for teaching
disciplined software development is to enable students to experience the benefits of
discipline and to overcome the gap between real professional scenarios and
scenarios used in software engineering university courses. Students often do not
have the chance to internalize what disciplined software development means at
both the individual and collaborative level. Therefore, students often feel
overwhelmed by the complexity of disciplined development and later on tend to
avoid applying the underlying principles. The Personal Software Process (PSP) and
the Team Software Process (TSP) are tools designed to help software engineers
control, manage, and improve the way they work at both the individual and
collaborative level. Both tools have been considered effective means for
introducing discipline into the conscience of professional developers. In this paper,
we address the meaning of disciplined software development, its benefits, and the
challenges of teaching it. We present a quantitative study that demonstrates the
benefits of disciplined software development on the individual level and provides
further experience and recommendations with PSP and TSP as teaching tools.
Keywords: software development, productivity, defect density, size estimation,
effort estimation, yield, personal software process, team software process,
experimental software engineering, software engineering education.

1

Introduction

In this paper, we use a definition of discipline that relates to skill building. The
“focus of discipline is on improving performance … it concerns the fidelity with
which a defined process is actually followed” [Hum 06]. Discipline is particularly
important in software development because many software products are used in
critical applications, and because undisciplined software development work has a
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large potential for causing economic or even physical harm. Over the last 20 years,
a growing family of technical and management practices have been developed that,
if properly used, will consistently deliver quality products on committed schedules.
However, when team members do not properly follow these practices, their
projects are typically late, over cost, and produce poor-quality products.
The Personal Software Process (PSP) course guides faculty in teaching
disciplined development practices to software engineering and computer science
students [Hum 05]. While the PSP has not yet been widely adopted by academic
programs, there is increasing industrial use and the results show that, when
engineers are disciplined in their personal practices, their performance improves.
This paper summarizes a study of the data gathered while training 3090 engineers.
Most of the students were experienced engineers working for industrial software
development organizations, and the instructors were either from the Software
Engineering Institute (SEI) at Carnegie Mellon University or were trained by the
SEI.
1.1

Why is Discipline Important for Software Organizations?

The performance of a development organization is determined by the
performance of its engineering teams. Further, the performance of an engineering
team is determined by the performance of the team members. Finally, the
performance of the engineers is, at least in part, determined by the practices these
engineers follow in doing their work.
While communication skills, native ability, intelligence, and experience have an
unquestioned effect on engineering performance, this study shows that the
predictability, quality, and productivity of a software developer’s work can be
measurably improved through training in disciplined personal practices.
Furthermore, studies have shown that this improved performance at the personal
level results in comparable improvements in team and project performance [Dav
03, Mca 00]. These benefits are typically manifested by shorter development cycle
times, fewer test defects, and reduced development and maintenance costs.
1.2

Why is Discipline Important for Students?

Development work is becoming more challenging every year, and to succeed at
this work, aspiring engineers must focus on building their personal capabilities.
“Excellence starts with the individual. Achieving excellence is a constant struggle,
principally because the world is changing. What was once considered excellent no
longer is. This means that we must continually focus on improving our personal
capabilities” [Hum 98]. The critical need, then, is to understand how performance
is evaluated and know what would constitute excellence.
While the performance of students is largely determined by their ability to get
good grades, the technical proficiency of practicing engineers is not as significant
in performance evaluations and promotions. Except for the occasional high- and
low-performing exceptions, most graduate engineers are assumed to be technically
competent. One of the major differentiators in industry is the engineer’s ability to
consistently and predictably produce quality results. When engineers follow the
disciplines taught by the PSP, they can accurately plan their work, make
responsible commitments, consistently meet their commitments, and produce highquality results.
While these skills are important to engineering management, they are
particularly important to practicing engineers. The reason is that when engineers
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consistently meet their commitments, their managers soon realize that they can
manage themselves and still produce excellent results. Then, since managers are
typically very busy people, they will largely trust these engineers to manage
themselves, and they will continue to trust them for as long as the engineers
continue meeting their commitments. Finally, as any experienced engineer will
attest, the ideal engineering job is to be given an interesting and challenging
assignment and to be trusted to manage the work yourself. That is the benefit of
doing disciplined engineering work.
1.3

Why is Discipline Important for Software Education?

Today, a typical software education does not teach disciplined engineering
practices. As a result, the most common experience in software development
organizations is that their products are late, over cost, and of poor quality. This
means that typical software professionals work long hours under severe schedule
pressure and spend a large portion of their time fixing defective products. Few
engineers like to have pizza at their desks for dinner, work on most weekends, and
to stay late into the night fixing defects in test.
Most people prefer more balanced and satisfying careers. Software engineering,
when done with proper discipline, can be rewarding. It involves teamwork, creating
exciting and useful products, and having the satisfaction of seeing your own
creations do what you intended them to do. It is potentially a great career.
However, today, software engineering has a poor image and student enrolments are
falling world wide, despite the demand for software professionals. To meet
industry needs, and to have a growing and vibrant academic community in
computer science and software engineering, the software development career must
be made more attractive to potential students. This is another important reason to
teach disciplined software development.
The rest of this article is structured as follows: Section 2 presents the main
characteristics of disciplined software development; Section 3 presents details of
the study based on data collected from 3090 engineers, who participated in PSP
trainings. The study’s main objective was to investigate the effects of disciplined
software development on the engineer’s ability to consistently and predictably
produce quality results; Section 4 presents a collection of experiences and lessons
learned from different institutions in the world who have used PSP and the TSP
introductory course as part of their curriculum; Section 5 presents a set of
recommendations for teaching disciplined software development based on the
study’s observations and the lessons learned from several institutions; Section 6
presents the conclusions of this article.

2

Disciplined Software Development

Developing software and software-intensive systems in a disciplined way
requires a significant transition from craft-based to engineering-style development.
While mature organizations widely aim at transitioning organizational structures
and procedures towards engineering-style software development, it is also
important to apply engineering principles on the level of individual developers.
One of the reasons is that most methods applied in software development are
significantly human-based. As a consequence, the effectiveness of most methods
depends to a large extent on the individual capabilities of the workforce. In order to
focus skill building for disciplined development, it is necessary to understand the
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main elements of engineering-style software and system development.
2.1

Elements of Engineering-Style Software Development

The term engineering is often associated with the following: Planning is based
on experience from the past (such as evaluated models), processes are predictable,
project execution is goal-oriented and adheres to defined processes, projects are
traceable and controllable, and learning and improvement cycles are established.
These principles are widely accepted and established in traditional disciplines such
as production engineering or mechanical engineering. In applying these principles
to software development, one needs to consider the specifics of software (e.g.,
software is rather developed than produced, the effects of techniques depend on the
development environment, software development involves many creative activities,
data is less frequent and mostly of a non-parametric nature).
There are several approaches to applying engineering principles to software
development, including the problem-oriented Quality Improvement Paradigm
(QIP) and the solution-oriented Capability Maturity Model Integration (CMMI).
Essential elements of disciplined software development that are addressed at
varying degrees in these approaches include:
- Prerequisites for engineering-style development with respect to processes:
defined processes, prediction models (with respect to effort, schedule, quality),
analytical and constructive quality assurance processes throughout the whole
lifecycle, understanding of the context-dependent aspects of key methods and
techniques
-

Prerequisites for engineering-style software development with respect to
products: adequate documentation, traceable documentation, evolvable
architecture

-

Prerequisites for engineering-style software development with respect to
management: adequate workforce capabilities and staffing, sufficient
continuing education and training, guaranteeing sustainability of core
competencies

-

Prerequisites for engineering-style software development with respect to
organizational improvement: traceable quality guidelines, comprehensive
configuration management, learning organization.

2.2

The Role of Empirical Studies for Disciplined Software Development

A major element of engineering-style software development is that
organizations are able to understand the effects of key techniques and methods in
their project and development environments. Empirical studies are an important
means to determine such effects. Having evidence about the effects of methods in
varying contexts significantly reduces the risk of process changes, especially the
risk that results from introducing innovative technology into an organization.
Performing empirical studies such as controlled experiments or case studies can be
seen as process prototyping. Being able to evaluate techniques requires skills such
as measurement and study design. Nowadays, these aspects are only addressed to a
minor degree in current improvement models and skill schemas. It would be
beneficial for the future to also address those aspects on the level of an
organization and on the level of individual skills.
This article presents the application of one of the principles of engineering-style
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development: The article presents an evaluation of the effects of a combination of
techniques that are applied in the context of PSP courses. The evaluation mainly
consists of a replication that aims at increasing the significance of the evidence for
the benefits of disciplined software development.

3

Benefits of Disciplined Software Development for
Individuals

This section presents the definition and results of an empirical study oriented to
confirm the assumption that disciplined software development at the individual
level (represented by PSP) is of benefit for developers. The study was conducted
by the Fraunhofer Institute for Experimental Software Engineering (IESE) jointly
with the Software Engineering Institute (SEI).
3.1

Study Description

PSP is a self-improvement process designed to help software developers to
control, manage, and improve the way they work [Hum 95]. It can help students
plan better, track their performance precisely, and measure the quality of their
products. A previous analysis performed by [Hay 97] on data obtained from the
training of 298 engineers who took the PSP course at SEI demonstrated the
benefits of PSP on estimation and planning, on the quality of the software, and on
the quality of the work process. However, that study could not demonstrate an
improvement or benefits regarding the developers’ productivity. A replication of
this study was performed by [Wes 00]. The results of that replication confirmed the
results of the Over and Hayes study, although it was performed with data from
university students.
The motivation for the study presented in this article is based on Hayes and
Over‘s study, and on previous experiences from process improvement programs
where the use of a strategic plan for improving process development capabilities,
based on the PSP approach, was considered to be of significant value for software
engineers and for the software organization to which they belong [Oca 99], [Oca
01]. The purpose of this study is to examine the benefits of disciplined process
management as represented by PSP by extracting from the data of the PSP training
of 3090 engineers figures about the impact of the improvement program of PSP on
the developers’ size estimation accuracy, effort estimation accuracy, defect
estimation accuracy, and productivity, as well as on the products’ defect density,
and on the yield1.
This section provides a description of the context, the definition of the study’s
goal, and the steps we followed to systematically perform our study.
Study Context
The data to be analyzed was collected in the PSP summary reports during the
training of 3090 engineers. The engineers are professional developers, and the
trainings were done at the Software Engineering Institute as well as at external
locations. During the course, the students were given 10 exercises, which were
mainly programs for statistical calculations. PSP has a maturity framework much
like CMM [Pau 93], which shows its progression in improvement phases, also
1

Yield is the percentage of defects injected before the compile phase that are removed before the
first compile [Hay 97].
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called levels. Students complete their exercises while following the process
attained at each PSP level. The PSP levels introduce the following set of practices
incrementally:
PSP0: Description of the current software process, basic collection of time and
defect data.
PSP0.1: Definition of a coding standard, basic technique to measure size, basic
technique to collect process improvement proposals.
PSP1: Techniques to estimate size and effort, documentation of test results.
PSP2: Techniques to review code and design.
PSP2.1: Introduction of design templates.
PSP3: Introduction of the concept of cyclic development.
Study Goal
The Goal/Question/Metric Paradigm [Bas 84] was adapted in order to structure
the study’s goal [Bri 97]. The GQM supports empirical studies on the specification
of measurement goals. The GQM goal template used for describing the goal of this
study looks as follows:
“Analyze the <object>
for the purpose of <purpose>
with respect to <quality focus>
from the viewpoint of <perspective>
in the context of <context>”

The object defines the entity to be analyzed, i.e., PSP levels 0, 1, 2 and 3. The
purpose describes why the object is analyzed, e.g., for characterization, evaluation,
improvement, control, prediction, comparison. In this concrete study, the object
was analyzed for the purpose of evaluation. The quality focus defines the object’s
attribute(s) to be analyzed, which in this case were size estimation, effort
estimation, defect density, productivity, defect estimation, and yield. The
perspective defines who the expected user of the outputs is, e.g., researcher,
developer, manager, and/or customer. Finally, the context defines the setting where
the analysis takes place. In this study, the setting corresponds to the training of
3090 engineers on PSP.
As a result, the goal of this study was stated as follows:
Analyze the data collected at the PSP levels (0, 1, 2, 3)
for the purpose of evaluating performance differences of engineers
with respect to size estimation accuracy/effort estimation accuracy/defect estimation
accuracy, yield, defect density/productivity
from the viewpoint of a researcher
in the context of the PSP training of 3090 engineers.

Hypotheses Definition
The hypotheses investigated in this study are related to the expected benefits of
PSP, i.e., more accurate estimation of size, effort, and defects, higher quality of the
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products represented by fewer defects, a higher yield, and an increase in
productivity. We considered the hypotheses defined by [Hay 97] to be appropriate
for our study’s goal. Additionally, two hypotheses were added in order to
investigate defect estimation and yield. The following is the detailed definition of
each hypothesis.
H1: As engineers progress through the PSP training, their size estimates gradually
grow closer to the actual size of the program at the end of the training. More
specifically, with the introduction of a formal estimation technique for size in PSP
level 1, there is notable improvement in the accuracy of the engineers’ size
estimates.
H2: As engineers progress through the PSP training, their effort estimates
gradually grow closer to the actual effort expended for the entire life cycle. More
specifically, with the introduction of a statistical technique (linear regression) in
PSP level 1, there is notable improvement in the accuracy of the engineers’ effort
estimates.
H3: As engineers progress through the PSP training, the number of defects injected
and therefore removed per thousand lines of code (KLOC) decreases. With the
introduction of design and code reviews in PSP level 2, the defect densities of
programs entering the compile and test phases decrease significantly.
H4: Productivity, expressed and defined in PSP by the number of LOC per hour
spent, increases with a higher PSP level.
H5: As engineers progress through the PSP training, their yield increases
significantly. More specifically, the introduction of design review and code review
in PSP level 2 has a significant impact on the value of the engineers’ yield.
H6: As engineers progress through the last four exercises of the PSP training, their
defect estimates gradually grow closer to the actual number of defects removed for
the entire life cycle.
Goal Quantification
The GQM also supported our study on the derivation of measures as part of the
study design. The metrics were extracted from the PSP summary report that
engineers had to fill out for each exercise. Exercises 1A, 2A, and 3A corresponded
to level 0. Exercises 4A, 5A, and 6A corresponded to level 1. Exercises 7A, 8A,
and 9A corresponded to level 2. Exercise 10A corresponded to level 3. The GQM
study’s goal was quantified as presented in the following table:
Variable
Independent
Dependent

Name
PSP level
PSP exercise2
Size Estimation Accuracy (H1)
Effort Estimation Accuracy (H2)
Defect Density (H3)
Productivity (H4)
Yield (H5)

2

Value
PSP 0, PSP1, PSP2, PSP3
7A,8A,9A,10A
(Estimated LOC – Actual LOC)
/ Estimated LOC
(Estimated Minutes – Actual Minutes)
/ Estimated Minutes
(1000× Total Defects Removed
/Actual New and Changed LOC)
(LOC/Hour)
100× (Defects removed before the
compile phase / Defects injected before
the compile phase)

This variable applies only for defect estimation accuracy.
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Defect Estimation Accuracy (H6)

(Estimated Defect Density
– Actual Defect Density) / Estimated
Defect Density
Table 1. Goal Quantification

Please note that the same estimation formulas used for [Hay 97] have been used
in this study. [Hay 97] justifies the use of the estimation formula as follows: “This
formula differs from the one used in the PSP training class. For the purpose of this
study the Actual is subtracted from the Estimate so that underestimates result in a
negative value and overestimates result in a positive value. In the training class the
equation used is (Actual - Estimate)/Estimate.” The formulas corresponding to
defect density, productivity and yield are taken from the training [Hum 95].
Selected Test
The test selected for this study was the repeated measures ANOVA [Gir 92].
The purpose of ANOVA is to test for significant differences between means in
different groups or variables (measurements), usually arranged by an experimenter
in order to evaluate the effects of different treatments or experimental conditions,
or combinations of treatments or conditions. This test helped us to observe the
differences between the PSP levels with respect to size estimation accuracy, effort
estimation accuracy, defect density, and productivity.
Data Acquisition
The most important characteristics under which the information was collected
are summarized in Table 2.
<Attribute, Value>
Number of developers
3090
Software products
PSP exercises 1A to 10A
Experience of developers
Professional developers
Requirements guidelines
PSP script for planning
Design guidelines
PSP script for design
Implementation guidelines
PSP script for development
Communication platform
PSP scripts, templates, and forms
Review guidelines
PSP script for development
Validation guidelines
PSP script for development
Life cycle model
Waterfall, iterative
Organizational context
PSP Training courses
Table 2. Context Vector

The data for this study was collected by the Software Engineering Institute from
PSP classes taught from 1994 through mid-2005. All but a few of the very early
classes taught in 1994 and 1995 were taught by SEI-trained PSP instructors. Class
size averaged 10.5 students, with most of the classes having between 6 and 15
students. A few classes were as large as 20 and a few as small as one student. Most
of the classes, 283 of 293, were taught in industry to practicing software
developers. Less than 4% of the data is from students in a university setting.
When collecting this volume of data from individuals as they work and
producing the derived PSP measures on the various PSP forms, the question is how
accurate the data and the derived measures are. Johnson and Disney did a study of
PSP data collection in 1999 from 10 students who wrote 89 programs [Joh 99].
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They found that when the data was collected on paper forms and the students
manually manipulated the data and calculated the derived measures, many errors
were committed. They found over 1500 errors of either: omission where a data
value was not collected, calculation where a derived measure was incorrectly
calculated, or transcription where a clerical error was made when transferring data
from one form to another.
Two aspects of data collection used in this study address the problems cited by
Johnson and Disney. The first one is the use of a tool by the students as they record
their data, and second one is the review of each student’s PSP data by a trained
PSP instructor. Since early 1997, students have been recording their raw data in a
tool provided by the SEI. This tool calculates all the derived PSP measures from
the raw data the students enter. This eliminates calculation errors and transcription
errors caused by manually transferring data from one form to another form. Errors
of omission and consistency are primarily addressed by the PSP instructor.
When a student completes a program assignment, an instructor reviews the
student’s PSP data to check whether it is complete and accurate and whether the
student followed the process, and provides feedback to the student on the work.
This review is guided by a checklist where checks are done to make sure that all
the raw data was collected and that the data is self-consistent. When problems are
found by the instructor, the assignment is returned to the student to be corrected.
The goal in the class is to provide this feedback before the student does the next
assignment. Because of the grading workload in larger classes, two instructors
were often used in the classes with 12 or more students.
Threats to Validity
The fact that the collection sheets were consistent and completely filled in did
not necessarily mean that trainees were conformant to the PSP level. We
considered the following independent variables as threats to validity because they
were not controlled at the time data was collected:
Complexity of the Exercises: The A series of exercises is mainly a set of programs
to perform statistical calculations. Some of them seem to be more complicated to
accomplish than others. This fact can influence final results of productivity, size,
defect, or effort estimation, yield, and defect density.
Heterogeneity of Professional Experience: The data used for the study
corresponds to 3090 engineers who took part in the training at the Software
Engineering Institute (SEI) or at external locations. The data provided no
information that could help us devise how experienced the programmers were. It is
possible that more experienced programmers had better performance, impacting the
indicators defined in the hypotheses.
Heterogeneity of Programming Languages: PSP does not mandate engineers to
use a certain programming language, but advises engineers to use the language
they master the best. The results of our observed indicators could be affected by the
fact that some programming languages are more suitable for statistical calculations
than others (because they have more utilities or libraries). Fortunately, we had
information about the programming languages used by the engineers. We used this
information for clustering the developers into those who programmed using objectoriented languages, those who used structured languages, and those who used other
languages. This helped us in performing separate ANOVA tests, comparing them
with the initial ANOVA tests (with all data), and drawing conclusions about the
influence of this threat on our observations.
Training Adaptation: In 2002, the Software Engineering Institute adapted the PSP
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training and instructors were allowed to let students perform exercise 10A by
following PSP 2.1. Instructors at other sites may have continued using PSP3.
However, the data provides no means for differentiating them. We decided to
cluster the data into engineers who took the training before 2002 and engineers
who did it during and after 2002. As in the previous threat, we could then perform
for each cluster separate ANOVA tests for each hypothesis and compare the results
to the initial ANOVA tests (with all data).
3.2

Data Validation

Data validation ensures the correctness and completeness of the collected data.
In the context of the PSP training, correctness, completeness, and consistency can
be checked against the guidelines defined in [Hum 05] for filling out the scripts,
forms, templates, and standards for the PSP levels of the training.
Size Estimation
Effort Estimation
Defect Density Productivity
Yield
Defect Estimation
Accuracy
Accuracy
Accuracy
2149
1854
1636
2196
1589
218
Table 3. Number of engineers who provided correct, consistent, and complete data

The guidelines define the formulas to correctly calculate some fields, and the
fields that must be filled out in order to say that the data was completely collected.
Equally, the dependencies between forms, templates, and standards define the
consistency of the data. We have performed queries and operations on the values of
the summary reports with the purpose of checking if trainees did follow the PSP
guidelines and complete the demanded exercises. Furthermore, box plots were used
to search for outliers originating from either inconsistent or corrupted data
collected on the PSP forms. We only used data from those, whose data for all 10
exercises were correct, complete, and consistent. This was necessary in order to
observe the performance of engineers throughout the entire PSP training. For
example, if one engineer included inconsistent or incorrect data in exercise 6A,
then most probably the resulting trends would not be credible. Table 3 shows the
number of engineers who remained after having their data validated with respect to
correctness, consistency, and completeness.
3.3

Study Results and Interpretations

Size Estimation Accuracy
Figure 1 shows that the distribution of size estimation accuracy gradually
narrows, from level to level, with an exception between levels 2 and 3.
Figure 1

The number of observations around 0 increases from level to level, and
especially in the level 2, when engineers have more experience with the size
estimation technique introduced in level 1.
PSP Level
SEA +/- 20%

0
730

1
910

2
1312

3
1029
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Table 4. Number of engineers whose size estimation accuracy (SEA)
ended up +/-20%

Table 4 shows that the number of engineers per PSP level increases from level 0
to level 2, and then decreases from level 2 to level 3.
Figure 2 shows the results of the repeated measures ANOVA for H1. The
vertical bars denote the confidence interval of 95%, which means that the value of
estimation accuracy is likely to be found between the upper and lower confidence
limits. For each PSP level, we can observe the mean represented by the hollowed
circle and the upper and lower confidence limits represented by the horizontal
lines. The value 0% means that engineers estimated size perfectly. The expected
trend should show a convergence towards 0%, which means that engineers
incrementally improved their estimates. Figure 2 shows a detriment of size
estimation accuracy from level 0 to level 1, an improvement from level 1 to level 2,
and another drop between levels 2 and 3, although not as strong as between levels 0
and 1. The repeated measures ANOVA revealed that the differences in size
estimation accuracy across the four PSP levels are statistically significant (pvalue<0.01). Differences between adjacent levels are also statistically significant
(p-value<0.01).
Figure 2

We used the information on the programming languages used by developers, in
order to look into this threat to validity more carefully. We did this by clustering
the data containing all sorts of programming languages into object-oriented,
structured, and other languages. Afterwards, we repeated the ANOVA test, and
analyzed the results. Figure 3 shows the results for those developers who
programmed their exercises using object-oriented programming languages. Similar
trends as the one shown in Figure 2 allow us to assume that this threat does not
influence our interpretations.
Figure 3

We performed the same exercise for the threat to validity concerning the
adaptation of the training. We did not find notable differences between the set of
engineers trained before 2002 and the one trained after 2002. Therefore, we also
assume that this threat does not affect our interpretations.
Interpretation: It may be useful to consider how the estimation process works for
the interpretation. There are 4 levels or methods the engineers chose from, ranging
from the most informal (method D; engineering judgment) to the most structured
(method A; regression using object LOC estimates). When estimating is introduced
in PSP1, engineers must start with one of the most informal methods (because they
do not have enough historical data to use the most structured methods) and by the
time they reach program 7 (the first PSP2 program), they have enough data that
many can use the most structured method, method A. This is one reason why
developers do not improve from PSP0 to PSP1 (i.e., because they start with the
most informal method) and then show a considerable improvement in estimating
from PSP1 to PSP2. We interpret the detriment from PSP2 to PSP3 in size
estimation accuracy as an expected behavior, especially because developers need to
incrementally build a credible set of historical data for their estimations. However,
the difference is much smaller than between PSP0 and PSP1. In fact, when looking
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more carefully at each exercise, one can see how the curve tends to stabilize (see
Figure 4).
Figure 4

Based on the previous discussion and on the results of the repeated measures
ANOVA across four levels, we see ourselves facing a dilemma concerning the
acceptance or rejection of hypothesis H1. On the one hand, when looking at the
ANOVA tests results, one may conclude that there is a detriment in general
concerning size estimation. On the other hand, when looking at Figure 1and Table
4, one can see that the number of engineers whose estimation accuracy improved
clearly increased from level 0 to level 4. Therefore, we neither accept nor reject the
hypothesis and leave the issue to further research, meaning that data should be
looked at in more detail and new tests should be performed.
Effort Estimation Accuracy
Just like in the previous size estimation results, the value 0%, means that
engineers estimated effort perfectly. The expected trend should show a
convergence towards 0%, meaning that engineers incrementally improved their
estimates. Figure 5 shows that estimation accuracy decreases between PSP Levels
0 and 1 and increases and gets closer to 0% on the next levels. A drastic increase
can be observed from PSP1 to PSP2. The results of the repeated measures ANOVA
tests showed that the differences across (p-value<0.01) and between adjacent levels
(p-value(0-1)<0.01; p-value(1-2)=0.01, p-value(2-3)=0.01) are statistically
significant.
Figure 5

PSP Level
0
1
2
3
EEA +/- 20%
817
822
1107
967
Table 5. Number of engineers whose effort estimation accuracy (EEA)
ended up being +/-20%

Table 5 shows the number of engineers with an effort estimation accuracy of +/20%. The number of engineers increased from level 0 to level 2, and decreased
from level 2 to level 3, similar to what we observed for size estimation accuracy.
We also observed that effort estimation accuracy increased more in level two
because engineers had more experience with the technique introduced in level 1.
Just like we did with the previous hypothesis, we analyzed the validity threats
concerning the heterogeneity of programming languages and the training
adaptation. We observed similar trends for each group of data: object-oriented,
structured, and other programming languages, as well as for engineers trained
before and after 2002.
Interpretation: The repeated measures ANOVA confirmed that the difference with
respect to effort estimation between levels is significant. Especially after level 1,
the trend shows a much clearer improvement in effort estimation accuracy than in
the case of size estimation. In the PSP training, developers start to estimate effort in
PSP1 using the estimated size as basis. Considering that effort estimation depends
on size estimation, one can observe how smaller improvements in size estimation
result in larger ones regarding effort estimation by looking at figures 3 and 5.
Hypothesis H2 claiming that those engineers who took their PSP training improved
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with regard to effort estimation can be accepted based on the results of the
statistical tests and reinforced by the previous observations.
Defect Density
The repeated measures ANOVA was applied to test the significance of
differences between PSP levels with respect to defect densities obtained in the
compile and test phase as well as in overall development.
Figures 6a, 6b, 6c

We observed similar and significant decreasing trends concerning defect density
for the compile and test phases (p-values<0.01). In the case of overall defect
density, a general decreasing trend was observed with the exception of the trend
between levels 1 and 2, where we found no significant difference (pvalue=0.93797). As in the previous studies, we evaluated threats to validity such as
the heterogeneity of programming languages, and training adaptation. We observed
similar trends, which allowed us to assume that these threats do not influence our
interpretations.
Interpretation: In this case, there are two places where a defect density decrease
can be seen, i.e., from level 0 to level 1, and from level 2 to level 3. We assume
that the first one is due to the impact produced after engineers see their individual
results for the first time, i.e., how many defects they have introduced. The second
one confirms the hypothesis that after PSP level 2, where design and code reviews
must be followed, developers introduce fewer defects. In general, a reduction of
defect density can be observed in all cases. A reduction in total defect density
translates directly into a reduction of the amount of rework for a software
development organization. The results of the statistical tests and the previous
observations support us in confirming hypothesis H3, which proposes a decrease of
defect density in the compile and test phases, as well as for the entire life cycle.
Productivity
Figure 7 shows the results of the repeated measures ANOVA for H4.
Figure 7

The results of the repeated measures ANOVA tests showed a significant
difference across PSP levels (p-value<0.01). Between adjacent levels, differences
are significant between 1 and 2 (p-value<0.01), and 2 and 3 (p-value<0.01), with
the exception between 0 and 1 (p-value=0.062). Examining the averages, we can
see that there is an increase in productivity between levels 0 and 1, a reduction
between levels 1 and 2, and a drastic increase between levels 2 and 3. The drastic
increase from level 2 to level 3 called our attention, especially because the 10th
exercise is one of the most demanding ones of the series, and because the PSP
process demands quite a large set of information from the students. Concerning the
threats to validity, in all of the cases, i.e., object-oriented, structured, and other
programming languages, we obtained the same results: the difference across levels
is statistically significant (p-value<0.01); the difference between adjacent levels is
also statistically significant with the exception between levels 1 and 2 (pvalue=0.786); finally, a drastic increase from level 2 to level 3 was observed as
shown in Figure 8. Based on these results, we assume that the programming
languages used by developers have no influence on our interpretation of the results.
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Figure 8

We performed additional ANOVA tests in order to investigate the impact of the
training modification on the interpretation. Figures 9a,b show how in each case, i.e.,
before and after 2002, trends appear that are similar to the ones that correspond to
the test performed for all data. The improvement in productivity after 2002 is
higher than before 2002. We assume that this occurs because engineers got
accustomed to working with PSP 2.1 and did not have to learn a new process, i.e.,
PSP3. In any case, we observed an important improvement.
Figures 9a,9b

Interpretation: The results of the ANOVA test showed that the difference in
productivity across the different levels is statistically significant. Looking at the
results concerning size estimation, effort estimation, and defect density, we could
say that engineers benefit from PSP by improving these without losing on
productivity. Furthermore, it is also known that exercise 10A is considered by PSP
trainees to be the most demanding one of the series, which led us to assume that at
this point engineers have mastered PSP so well that they can even increase their
productivity. Based on the results of the ANOVA tests, and the previous analysis
we accept the Hypothesis H4.
Yield
The repeated measures ANOVA revealed that the differences in Yield across
the four PSP levels are statistically significant (p<0.01). Differences are not
significant between adjacent levels 0 and 1 (p-value=0.91), and 2 and 3 (pvalue=0.8). A drastic increase in the yield can be observed between levels 1 and 2
(see Figure 10). An increasing trend can be observed, especially accentuated
between levels 1 and 2.
Figure 10
Figure 11

The shift to the right of the bars in the histogram confirms the ANOVA test
(Figure 11). The Yield increases, especially with the introduction of the design and
code reviews in level 2. Threats to validity were treated in the same way as in the
previous analyses. The statistical results showed similar trends, which leads us to
assume that such threats do not significantly affect our interpretation.
Interpretation: We interpret that the increase in average yield from approximately
5% to nearly 55% from PSP level 1 to PSP level 2 is due to the introduction of
formal code and design reviews in level 2. This is the major process change that
occurs between these two levels. The result is very similar to the one provided by
[Hay 97], where the increase went from 10% to 55%. The non-significant
difference between levels 0 and 1 can be explained in the same manner. Developers
were not aware of the techniques or methods that they could use to remove defects
injected before the first compile. An important observation is that the yield does
not drop on the last level but holds, especially because the last exercises are quite
complex. Finally, hypothesis H5 can be accepted because of the clear improvement
that can be observed in the engineers.
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Defect Estimation Accuracy
Figure 12

The results of the repeated measures ANOVA tests showed a significant
difference across the PSP exercises (p-value<0.01). Differences are significant
between adjacent exercises 8A and 9A (p-value<0.1), and between 9A and 10A (pvalue<0.01), with the exception between exercises 7A and 8A (p-value=0.1).
PSP Exercise
7A
8A
9A
10A
DEA +/- 20%
65
73
88
72
Table 6.Number of engineers whose defect estimation accuracy (DEA)
ended up being +/-20%

The number of engineers whose estimation ended up being +/-20% increased
slightly from 7A to 9A and then slightly decreased.
Interpretation: The procedure introduced in PSP for estimating defects differs
from the one for estimating size. Defects are estimated based on the historical data
of defects per LOC. Developers underestimated defects after the new method was
introduced, then got closer to 0, and finally overestimated. We deduce by looking
at the trends of size and effort estimation that these fluctuations are normal while
developers master the new method. Looking at the improvement in the defect
density and yield results, we observe that developers have more control of the
product’s quality as they progress through the training. We assume that this can
have a positive impact and result in more accurate defect estimations. Finally, we
observe a similar case as the one observed for hypothesis H1. On the one hand
Figure 12 shows fluctuations without a clear improvement trend. On the other
hand, we observe in Table 6 that the number of engineers that improve their
estimation increases. Therefore, we neither accept nor reject the hypothesis and
leave the issue to further research.

4

Experiences with PSP and TSP as Teaching Tools

In the following section, we present some observed commonalities at various
locations around the world that characterize the teaching of PSP and TSP
introductory courses in universities, together with impressions from the teachers
and students about their experience with PSP/TSP as techniques for building selfmanagement skills. We have done this based on information described in [Bör 02],
[Car 01], [Cas 05], [Hil 02], [Joh 99], and [Wes 00], and additional interviews with
instructors.
4.1

Observed Commonalities in PSP Applications

Students’ Level: Universities that teach PSP usually introduce it in computing
science or information system programs either in early introductory programming
courses as a complementary technique, or in 1st to 4th year software engineering
courses. This introduction to PSP is usually based on what Börstler et al. call PSPlite [Bör 02], which is a book especially written for teaching first-year students
[Hum 97]. A more PSP-oriented course called PSP-full [Bör 02] based on [Hum
95] is preferred for senior students or post-graduate courses, since it is intended for
professional software development. According to [Hil 02], more than 30
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institutions offer introductory and graduate PSP courses around the world.
Programming Experience: Many institutions introduce PSP after students have
learned how to program in previous courses [Bör 02], [Car 01]. The idea behind
this is not to have students concentrate on the peculiarities of the language more
than actually needed and to have them concentrate more on PSP tasks. In cases
where PSP is offered as an optional activity, students usually concentrated more on
the programming tasks [Bör 02].
Exercises: [Hum 95] proposes two series (i.e., A and B) of ten exercises each for
applying the concepts learned during the PSP training. However, ten exercises
seem a bit too much for academic terms and for the “dynamics of typical student
populations” [Hil 02]. Therefore, many institutions prefer to re-use their own
exercises [Car 01]. They are usually small to medium-size exercises. In some cases
where PSP is taught in parallel, the exercises are designed to highlight
programming topics. Other institutions demand between 7 and 9 of the PSP’s
exercises, but not all of them [Joh 99], [Wes 00].
Content Adaptation: Those institutions that teach the PSP-lite version and
integrate it into their curriculum usually prepare special lectures (2 to 5) for
introducing the concepts, and tutorials for coaching students on how to use the
forms, tools, and materials that PSP provides [Bör 02]. Such lectures are
introduced early in the semester, so that students can apply their PSP knowledge
during their programming exercises. Regarding the PSP sequence, important
alterations are reported in [Bör 02], and [Car 01], where the quality management
techniques (e.g., defect collection, code/design reviews) are introduced as the first
part of PSP instead of as the second part as advised by [Hum 95]. The rationale
behind this is that these techniques would provide more immediate and impressive
results for students instead of size and effort estimation techniques. The institutions
that follow the structure of PSP usually shortened the number of exercises and
leave few lectures for postmortem analysis and students’ reflection.
Tool Support: Most institutions use automatic mechanisms for collecting the data
and assuring their quality. Some institutions adapt the forms provided by PSP and
develop their own Excel sheets or tools. Examples of such tools are: Leap, Pase,
PSP Studio, and PSP Toolkit [Car 01]. The other variant is to encourage students to
collect the data manually, i.e., to copy and use the forms provided by the PSP-lite
or PSP-full books.
Students’ Reported Impressions: In general, the following remarks can be found in
[Bör 02], [Car 01], [Joh 99], [Wes 00], and [Hil 02] regarding the reactions of
students who learned PSP. Students felt that they gained important knowledge in
software engineering and that it was an important preparation for future jobs. This
was in part because they felt more aware of their programming skills and
shortcomings. Students recommended separating courses for learning a
programming language from PSP lectures. They felt that learning both at the same
time could be too much work. A typical reaction that confirmed this was shown by
students in early stages of their education. They had to concentrate on both the
programming language and PSP, and usually felt that PSP imposed an excessively
strict process on them and that extra work would not pay off. Those students who
used tool automation to collect PSP data showed more motivation to collect data, in
contrast to those who did not have such tools.
Teachers’ Reported Impressions: Teachers found PSP to be an effective
mechanism for teaching software engineering practices to their students. They
observed that immediate feedback is a powerful tool to motivate students. One
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mechanism to keep motivation high was to assume the role of coaches who
monitor and control that students understand the principles well. Finally, most
teachers agree that the potential benefits of PSP can only be obtained if careful
adaptation to and integration into the actual curricula has been performed.
4.2

Observed Commonalities in TSP Applications

According to [Hil 02], more than a dozen computing programs have used the
introductory Team Software Process (TSPi) in software project courses. TSPi
introduces techniques for successful teamwork and exposes students to more
realistic software development tasks, which contributes to closing the gap between
universities and industry. Please note that TSPi does not contain all aspects of the
TSP that will need to be used for larger-scale industrial projects [Hum00]. The
following is the result of identifying the most common features observed among
academia while using TSPi.
Students’ Level and Programming Experience: Some institutions introduce TSPi
during the second and third year of undergraduate courses on software engineering
[Hil 02], [Cas 05], [Okt 03]. At this point in time, students usually feel comfortable
with a specific programming language and could be seen as accomplished
programmers. Most institutions prefer object-oriented programming languages
such as Java or C++, especially because these are part of their academic program
[Hil 02], [Cas 05], [Okt 03].
Software Project: Humphrey provides requirements for a software project to be
completed in 15 weeks while applying TSPi [Hum 98]. However, as in the case of
[Cas 05], and [Okt 03], some academic institutions start with the original software
projects and after a while replace them with their own projects.
Content Adaptation: The TSPi course has been designed to be deployable in a
normal university semester. It is suggested to last 15 weeks covered by two to three
cycles in which a group of students participate in a software development project.
The group of students should go through the following phases in each cycle:
Launch, Strategy, Plan, Requirements, Design, Implementation, Test, and
Postmortem. It is reported that institutions usually deploy TSPi in two cycles [Okt
03], [Cas 05], [Hil 02] because three cycles seems to be too tight and leave little
time for discussing and analyzing the results. Some institutions avoid the use of the
techniques proposed by TSPi for requirements and design and propose the use of
others, such as techniques described in the Rational Unified Process (RUP) [Gor
04].
Tool Support: Aside from the forms and materials provided in the TSPi course, a
tool for supporting the university courses is offered3. Institutions usually use this
tool in the first trials and then customize it for subsequent courses [Okt 03]. More
sophisticated solutions consist of providing a complete virtual learning
environment as a platform to support active collaborative learning as in the case of
[Cas 05], where students develop their project guided by such a platform. Apart
from providing the students with the required information about the TSPi process
and theory, the platform provides an “all in one place” perception to the students
by supporting team organization and communication activities with private spaces
and planning and tracking tools.
Students’ Reported Impressions: According to [Hil 02], about 75% of the students
who learned PSP were “positive about TSPi”. Similar reactions can be seen from
3

TSP Tool. Available at: http://www.sei.cmu.edu/tsp/tsp.html, Nov 2006
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students in the cases of [Cas 05] and [Okt 03]. Students most liked the fact of
having a very clear process and role descriptions that supported them in executing
their tasks. Students also saw more benefits in the TSPi course after having
attended PSP courses. They recognized the importance of TSPi by the end of the
course with respect to planning and performance tracking, although they
complained concerning the effort needed for collecting data.
Teachers’ Reported Impression: In general, teachers underlined as the most
important TSPi strength the capability that it gives to students to organize
themselves in a very straightforward way. The central axis of TSPi is teamwork,
which is achieved by the interdependence and interaction described in the TSPi
scripts. Additionally, the TSPi course is a very good means for teaching a project
course where software engineering must be applied. Teachers also considered it
feasible to adapt TSPi to the unique characteristics of their institution.

5

Recommendations for Using PSP and TSP as Discipline
Drivers in Education

Software engineering or project development courses should build up the selfmanagement skills of students in a way that they can perform well in their future
real jobs. However, barriers such as lack of motivation to follow a structured
process, teamwork reluctance, and lack of commitment to quality impact the
chances of success of such courses [Cas 05]. Lack of motivation to follow a
process is attributed to the fact that accomplished programmers do not see the need
for doing things differently, because they already think they know how to do them
right. Teamwork reluctance is based on distrust in others and sometimes in oneself.
Students tend to finish their work without having to depend on others. Lack of
commitment to quality stems from the fact that usually, the final program delivered
by the students to their teachers will not have any impact on other systems or affect
anybody.
The results shown in this and previous studies regarding the impact of PSP on
an engineer’s performance and the experience of universities with PSP/TSPi give
us confidence in assuring that both of them are suitable mechanisms to overcome
such barriers. The following are our suggestions to take into account when using
PSP/TSPi to build up the self-management skill of potential software engineers.
5.1

Customization of PSP and TSPi Courses

Several authors underline the importance of customizing either the PSP training
or the TSPi course to the context of the faculty. This can be accomplished by
customizing the exercises, and adapting the contents and/or the tool support.
However, please note that only those institutions that have tried PSP or TSPi
several times and whose faculty was familiar with such technologies dared to do
this customization. This means that customization has better chances of success if
faculty members are confident about the goals and PSP/TSPi processes [Hil 02],
[Car 01], [Bör 02]. Institutions that plan to introduce either PSP or TSPi are
advised to iteratively and incrementally customize the courses. This means that
they can start with the original trainings and modify them incrementally as they
acquire experience with them.
Exercises
It seems easier for institutions to use or adapt their own predefined project
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course exercise(s) instead of using the project defined by default for TSPi or PSP in
[Hum 98] and [Hum 95], respectively. However, institutions must very carefully
design such exercise(s), trying to cope with the goals of the “by default” exercises,
i.e., “to give students team experience in developing intermediate-sized software
products” in the case of TSPi or “to provide students with experience and with data
on their own disciplined software methods” in the case of PSP. The exercises
should be adapted to the students’ current programming skills and should try to
avoid the introduction of new technologies that could deviate the students’
attention from the goals intended by PSP/TSPi.
Contents Adaptation
One particular adaptation of the PSP process consists of first teaching students
how to collect defects and understand the importance of quality management, and
afterwards introducing the concepts related to size and effort estimation [Bör 02],
[Car 01]. Also, the use of the PSP-lite version seems more adequate than the full
one for those institutions short on resources. In the case of TSPi, a common pattern
was that the maximum number of cycles to be followed in the semester was two.
The time needed by the students to reflect about what they did, how well they did,
and what they learned is a relevant issue [Cas 05], [Hil 02] that seems to be easier
to accommodate in one semester if the number of cycles is two.
Tool Support
The availability of a comprehensive tool as in the case of [Cas 05] was
cataloged as a very important motivation for following TSPi when accomplishing
the assigned software project. In some cases, the existent PSP/TSPi tools were used
in the first trials and then modified or replaced by a new tool that better fit the
students’ and the faculty’s needs. Creating a comprehensive tool means connecting
the PSP/TSPi material with the laboratory setting and the classroom as suggested
by [Hil 02] and implemented by [Cas 05]. Such a tool should facilitate: data
collection, data validation, communication and discussion among team partners,
access to process material (forms, templates, scripts, tools), visualization of
performance indicators (for the group and the individual), visualization of previous
experiences (e.g., previous interviews with students in video format), defect
management, and configuration management. Additionally, for non-English
speaking institutions, translation of specific materials could facilitate the students’
work. We recommend starting with a tool that provides basic functionalities, e.g.,
data collection, data validation, and communication among team partners, and that
can be enhanced incrementally.
5.2

Integration of PSP as part of TSPi

The recommendation per-default is that PSP should be taught before TSPi
[Hum 95]. The reason is that students should really master techniques such as
collecting data, estimating size, and effort, analyzing their results, and proposing
self-improvement, before assuming a role in a software development group and
working following the TSPi process. However, some institutions do not have the
infrastructure and resources for following this advice. In those cases, other
possibilities exist such as to either integrate them, or customize and teach them
separately.
We consider it reasonable to integrate and teach PSP basic concepts inside TSPi,
because several PSP tasks are demanded when following the TSPi process (for
example, time and defect data collection, or size and effort estimation). These
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concepts can be introduced by demand in the TSPi-oriented course. In this way,
students can learn important basic individual activities in the context of a project
team reaching a common goal. TSPi effectively combines elements of
collaborative learning, creating a more enjoyable environment for students and
increasing their motivation [Cas 05], [Okt 03]. In this way, the risks associated
with the lack of motivation of students and faculty can be minimized. Teaching
PSP or TSPi separately is advised for those institutions with enough resources for
customizing the training in a goal-oriented and incremental manner. The institution
might be aware of the risks and might manage them. For example, we observed
that the experience of some institutions with PSP showed some frustration of the
students, because of very intensive paper work in addition to quite complex
programming exercises within a short period of time [Bör 02].

6

Summary and Outlook

This paper has been written with the purpose of underlining once more the
importance for industry of disciplined software development at both the individual
and organizational level and the responsibility that academia carries in making this
possible. The main rationale behind our belief lies in the fact that self-organized
developers are a source of personal and team satisfaction, and that this is only
possible if potential engineers (i.e., students) are taught to discover, use, and
manage their personal capabilities as part of a team with a common goal.
We argue that PSP and TSP are a good means to introduce discipline concepts
to potential engineers, and that they provide a basic and useful training framework.
We have shown the benefits at the individual level, based on a replication and
extension from a previous study, where we measured the impact of PSP as a
representative of disciplined software development with respect to the developer’s
size, effort, and defect estimation accuracy, to the quality of products, the yield,
and the productivity.
We observed how, despite heterogeneous data sets (i.e., different years,
different programming languages, and different programming experience), the
results continue to show benefits for engineers.
We have also summarized and compared several university experiences,
looking for patterns regarding teaching contents, students’ reactions, and faculty
reactions. The feeling that PSP and TSPi are good means for teaching software
engineering at the personal and group level is generally present among the
institutions studied. We extracted a set of recommendations based on such
experiences and the quantitative study that could be used as starting points for
those interested. The following are topics that we consider important for future
research work:
Size estimating accuracy should be more concerned with balanced estimates
than percentage error. We have observed that developers always have some error in
their personal estimations. However, if developers made balanced estimates, they
would underestimate as often as they overestimated and as a consequence, when
they work as part of a team, the total team's total estimates would be more accurate.
We find this is the case with the TSPi. A further study could examine the degree to
which PSP students make more balanced estimates.
Another topic consists of investigating the relationship between productivity
and effort estimation accuracy. With the estimation method introduced in PSP 1,
i.e., Proxy Object Based Estimation (PROBE), new effort estimates are based on
past performance (i.e., actual hours per estimated object lines of code). Thus, when
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productivity improves, effort estimates should have a consistent bias toward
underestimates. This bias should not show up with size estimates. By examining
size and effort estimating error, productivity, and the degree of process change, one
could better understand the consequences of process change and learning.
There is also the overhead required for planning and process postmortem. With
larger programs, the relative time required to plan a project and do the postmortem
analysis should be less. The question to address with a further study concerns
whether planning time and postmortem time are dependent on project size or
whether they are more or less constant and could be viewed as overhead. In the
latter case, the planning process could be made more accurate by allocating a
relatively fixed amount of time for either planning or postmortem or both, and a
percentage of time per phase for the rest of the work.
We observed the need to answer additional important questions such as: How
could we measure the impact of the PSP and TSPi exercises on each of the studied
indicators? How will defect estimation behave in further studies? How could we
prepare a set of exercises that allows us to separate the complexity of exercises
from the PSP levels? To what extent is a virtual environment the most appropriate
tool for teaching discipline teamwork? What kind of feedback is received best as
motivation by the students: defects? size estimation? effort estimation?
Finally, we believe that through the constant observation of students during
software engineering courses and the design and execution of empirical studies, a
better understanding of the most appropriate possibilities for teaching disciplined
software development can be achieved.
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